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The following endorsements occur on the back of the warrant: 
" ' Seene & p'used by the Constables of Winwick and Hulme.
" ' Seene & p'used by the Constable of Newton.
" ' Seene & p'used by the Constable of haidoke (Haydock) and speedylie 

sent away to ye Constables of Golbome.
" ' Seene & p'used by the Constable of Goulborne the 15th day between 

3 & 4 of the clocke in the afternoone, and speedylie sent unto Loton.
' ' Seene by the Constable of Lawton about 7 of ye clocke ye 15 day and 

sent to Kenion w'th speede.
" ' Seene & p'used by the Constable of Kenyon.
" ' Seene & p'used by the Constable of Culcith and sent away.
" ' Seene & p'used by the Constables of Southworth in Croft, and Hough- 

ton in Arbury, and sent away with al speed.' "

The following Papers were read :  

I. AN ACCOUNT OF THE EOMAN AND BRITISH KEMAINS, FOUND
NOBTH AND EAST OF THE BlVEB WYHE.

By tlie Rev. Win. Thornier, B.A., Blackpool.

In my last paper I traversed the agger that runs through the Fylde, 
from the Sistantian capital of Kirkham during the sway of the Romans in 
Britain, to the celebrated Lancastrian harbour of Wyre. That journey 
was comparatively easy; but the one I am about to undertake abounds 
 with many difficulties, as I pioneer a remote section of our island, hitherto 
untrod by the feet of antiquarians; nay, even tabooed by learned writers 
from any ancient research. A good guide, however, has offered his services 
in my friend, the Rev. Mr. Banister of Pilling, by whose aid I flatter 
myself that I shall be enabled to open a path for my successors.

I will pause a few minutes on the site of Fleetwood, before I cross the 
river, in order to inspect its geological features. It is a flat tongue of land, 
between the sea and the Wyre, unrelieved except by sand hills as far as 
Bourne Hall, the commencement of the Bergerode of Speed, &o. The 
surface of the ground is covered with deep-blown sand and gravel, beneath 
which lies a peaty, bluish silt, the ooze of the river; whereon you may per 
ceive in some places, especially about Fany, the marks of the plough, the 
ruts of wheels and the roots of lacustral plants ; whilst imbedded in it are 
fretpaently found the horns of the Cervus Elaphus and beds of shells iden 
tical with those on the shore. The ground occupied by the merchants of 
the Povtus was not here : at the Roman period, except on the sea-bank on
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the west where the coins of Severus, &c. were discovered, and the margin 
of the Wyre, the site of the new town of Fleetwood was quaggy meols, 
which appellation was retained in KilgrimoZ, the ancient name of Layton 
Hawes, and in the name of Megrim holes, given at this day to little quick 
sands on the shore. The hill of Bourne was the site of one of the Burgi, 
at the Roman period almost insulated, the river heiug on one side, the sea 
on the other, and on the south a deep morass stretching between it and 
Stcna. History does not inform us when the trade of this port began to 
dwindle away ; but the departure of the Romans, and the frequent landing 
of the Danes in the harbour, must have inflicted a fatal blow; though 
nevertheless, during the Saxon heptarchy, the country around was very 
populous, as may be gathered from the villare of the Doomsday Survey  
for instance, Rossal, Bourne, Thornton, Poulton, Singleton,* Hambleton, 
Stalinine, the three Rawcliffs and Presal. The Romans had three trajecti 
over the Wyre at Aldwath or Shard ; the Ford of Bulk or the Higher 
Ford; and the Lower, that ran from Mine Eud, i.e. the stony, from the 
west, along by the old perch at the mouth of the river, and so past Knot 
End to the great hill of Presal, the Pie-sonde of Williams' survey. I have 
heard Capt. Parkinson describe it as being formed of large Mocks of red 
sandstone, brought either from Cockersand Abbey or Furness. No pas 
senger could have crossed it without being struck with admiration, on the 
first view of Presal's abrupt eminence. The vulgar tell us, that the fairy 
queen had once a residence within its bowels, from whence she issued with 
her train through the gates of her palace an overflowing well of clear 
water. From its summit the whole country may be seen. Lancaster, the 
commencement of the Furness agger, and " the green flame edged with 
smoke," might have held communication with the beacons of Warton Cragg 
and Ingleborough. I visited this bill with Mr. Just, who was struck with 
its commanding appearance, and protested, that around its top he could 
trace signs of a bank and fosse. Nor do I differ from him ; but all doubt 
might have been done away if the coins found at the base of the hill had 
not been lost, or the date or intention of the artificial mound, near Mound 
House, which lies between Presal height and the mouth of the river, had 
been known. I fear that you will begin to suppose that I have no positive

* The late Mr. Smith told me a kind of curiass was found, and used by children as 
a dung cart.
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facts of Roman possession ; but I venture to record the tradition of the 
existence of a castle in Churchfield in the neighbourhood, the stones of 
which some daemon carried away for the erection of Lancaster castle. 
Moreover, the twelve acres of land called Aglebey's were freed from all 
impost by an ancient king; but I fancy this to refer to Gilbert de Lancas 
ter, seneschal of that castle, who also had a fortress here at Mourchills, 
temp. John, which was destroyed by that monarch on account of his 
feudatory having joined the rebel barons.

To make myself intelligible during our further progress, I feel it neces 
sary to give a brief description of Pilling Moss, which comprises under 
that name, the mosses of Stalmine, Rawcliffe, &c. How was it formed, and 
when was its forest destroyed ? The numerous subterranean trees of huge 
oaks, yew and alder prostrated below the moss, especially on the south side, 
prove that a vast forest once existed here, as well as the present names of 
places, * Black-hill, Wood's-hill, Dunock, Alder-field, Hurst, &c.; but the 
cause of its destruction is not so clear; although we may pronounce the axe, 
fire, and the frequent surges of water to have been its chief enemies. A writer 
on Scottish mosses Fleming I think mentions Pilling Moss amongst those 
destroyed by the Romans as Hatfield was by Ostorius ou account of then- 
recesses affording refuge to the Britons. Severus, we know, on his march 
against the Caledonians, lost fifty thousand men in prosecuting such opera 
tions ; and who can venture to say that he did not march along the Sistan- 
tian agger and over the Wyre to the Furness causeway, when he recollects 
that that emperor's coins and those of his son Caracalla predominate 
among those found by the brick makers of Fleetwood. That Pilling forest 
was burnt down, the charred wood and stumps of trees every day attest, and 
the turf-cutter can prove. A portion of it, however, was destroyed by the 
action of floods. This may be accounted for in two ways. The higher 
stream of the Wyre, beyond the Shard, probably burst through the low 
lands adjacent to Rawcliffe Hall, into the valley of the present Pilling 
Moss : yea, Mr. ffrance of that place declares, that at comparatively little 
cost, he could again direct the river by that channel into the Broadfleet, 
 which empties itself into the sea at Pilling parsonage. But the water of

* These conical hills, with others, appear to have heen connected by a pathway beneath 
the peat, constructed with alder poles. Such paths are not uncommon, as atNateby, &c.
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the sea before the destruction of the forest was also poured into it from the 
north. Strange to say this tract of country is bisected by a circuitous and 
at times deeply indented ancient sea beach, now no less of course it varies 
 than five miles from the present low water mark, trending from between 
Presal and Stalmine at the base of some conical, isolated hills, occurring at 
intervals. There is no doubt of such a sea beach its vast bed of gravel, 
intermixed with shells, has for years supplied the highways with materials  
the silt to the north of the beach is different from the clay on the south of 
it; whilst nothing but underwood, or small trees, not charred, is found 
within the former, and beneath its silt a varying stratum of cockle shells. 
The other abounds with oaks, but discloses no similar fossil remains. The 
beach runs from Presal and Stalmiue by, or not far from, the base of Bone- 
hill, Cogie-hill, &c. Most of them possess fine springs of water and some 
afford verdant pasturage. Now between these hills, the sea made frequent, 
yet quiet irruptions into the forest; so that the ground being rendered 
morassy, the trees fell, and choking up all outlets, the formation of that 
moss commenced, which, for its boundless extent, has given rise to the 
proverb " God's grace and Pilling moss is endless !" But this generation 
may live to see the falsity of the saying 

" Once a wood, then a sea
Now a moss and e'er will be."

Mr. ffrauce of Rawcliffe Hall has already effected wonders, and a colony of 
black-headed gulls have made a many acred " oasis in deserto" by sowing the 
seeds of the Holcus lanatus, Poa pratensis, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Epilo- 
bium montanum, Eaiiunculus, Poimex acetosa, Lychnis floscuculi, Kuscus 
and Urtica, in place of the Agrostis and Erica. " Longum est iter per 
prsecepta, breve et efficax per exemplum."

At length I have arrived at my proposed object. It is along and adjacent 
to this sea beach, that I meet with many traces of the Romanized Britons, 
and by this also, I believe that a connection by land was held from the 
Wyre with Lancaster. Look at the verdant hill of Stalmine. Embosomed 
in wood, the Britons erected their huts upon it, feeding their herds on the 
low lands in summer and the high in winter; for Gildas says " Britain 
abounds with hills that are very convenient for the alternate pasture of 
herds." And they were merchants also, warriors horsemen and operatives, 
their chief being not unused to the luxuries of life. A few years ago, in

I
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Stalmine moss, beneath the peat, was discovered a Colum or wine strainer, 
(No. 1.) The metal of which it is made, is not brass, but a kind of pewter, 
or perhaps mimic silver of much lead and tin, incorporated with brass, 
which metal was known to the Komanized Britons. The circumference of 
the howl is sixteen inches and its depth upwards of two, the bottom being 
rounded. I cannot describe the beautiful figures in which the holes are 
arranged at the sides and bottom ; they are exquisite. The length of the 
handle is a little more than three inches. It is altogether a fine piece of 
workmanship, little damaged, considering its thinness and age. What a 
multitude of reflections does this wine strainer create ? Nero invented an 
improved one. Wine was introduced by the Eomans, though even to the 
days of Lucullus, they very seldom were able to regale themselves with the 
genuine article. Was real wine strained through it, or perry, cyder, me- 
theglin or some adulterated mixture, for such was early in use ? Did some 
Roman-British chief, or rich merchant reside here, or was the colum lost 
as it was being conveyed to Lancaster ?

Here too in Stalmine moss was found a wooden drinking bowl, hooped 
with two brass bands and having two handles. Its circumference is 16^ 
inches and depth 5}. Was it a wine cup, the fellow of the colum, or did 
the ambacton of the chief drink curmi out of it ? The spear head also of 
a warrior (No. 3,) was discovered, somewhere in this neighbourhood. The 
length of it is 5J- and the broadest part 2 inches. Beneath the loop is a 
hole for the purpose of fastening the shaft, when inserted in the socket. 
These remains are in the possession of C. Bourne, Esq., of Stalmine But 
the greatest treasure disclosed here was taken out of a ditch by Richard 
Fairclough. It consists of an anvil, scissors or shears and many thin plates 
of brass. And the greatest curiosity is a brass stirrup, of good workman 
ship. I cannot describe it so well as an engraving; so I send you a full-sized 
sketch of it. (Nos. 3 and 4.) Is it Roman? In British coins the horse 
men are without a saddle; but the Romans introduced it, as appears from 
its latin name, sedile. It seems from Major's note in Adams' Roman Anti 
quities, that the conquerors of the world used it not at an early period of 
their power, for he says " The Equites, though of superior grade, were 
but of little military importance : without saddles and stirrups, as a fulcrum 
for reaction, the Roman horse soldiers could never exert half their force. 
They frequently dismounted in order to take a more decided part in the 
engagement." But is it Roman ?
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I must proceed, however, to give an account of other antiquities ; though 
I can adduce no positive proofs of earlier occupation of the remote section of 
our country, than by Romanized Britons, unless the glass-adders, mentioned 
in my last paper, be accepted as one, which I fear cannot; for the con 
querors Romanized the Britons and the conquered Britonized the Romans, 
at least as far as regarded their religion and superstitions, thus demonstrat 
ing the unsatisfying theology of both people. We crossed the Wyre by 
the Lower Ford ; but the Higher one, as well as Aldwath, is nearer to a 
most singular pathway of which I send you a section, (No. 5) that crossed 
the mosses of Rawcliffe, Stalrnine and Pilling to the ancient sea beach, 
near Scronka. It is known by the name of Danes' Pad and not by that of 
Kate's, as Mr. Banister's paper before the Archteological Society states, and 
as I myself was formerly led to suppose. There are two paths, and I have 
the best authority for saying so in Mr. Taylor, who was 105 years old, 
and Mr. Clarkson, who substantiates the fact by a circumstance that oc 
curred 70 years ago. Tradition tells us that Kate's pad, a mere ridge of 
turf, a township boundary, was made by two ladies in order to obtain snuff 
with expedition from Lancaster; of the other, both tradition and history 
are silent. The Dane's Pad is formed of riven oak trees, laid upon sleepers, 
through which by square holes the planks are staked into the ground. 
Sometimes it is composed of one huge tree, at others of two or three, and 
its width varies from 20 inches to something more. It has been traced by 
Mr. Banister and myself for a mile and a-half into the interior of the 
moss ; but to pass over this sullen desolation it will have to run about the 
same distance farther. Who were its architects ? Some will have it, that 
it was made either by the monks of Cocker-sand Abbey or St. Mary's, 
Lancaster. But for what purpose could the former make it ? They had no 
property beyond it, their Grange of Pilling lying on the east side of it. 
The monks of St. Mary's have a better claim. In 1300 we read, that a 
quarrel about the right of way was adjusted between the monks of St. 
Mary's, and Sir Adam de Banister, when permission was granted by the 
Baron, for their wains, &c., to pass through his lands in Singleton by 
Aldwath, and through Thornton by the Ford of Bulk. Neither wains nor 
horses could ever traverse Danes' Pad the thing is utterly impossible. 
We have moreover authority to affirm that the monks effected such works. 
Egelwick, abbot of Croyland, made for the ease of travellers, as saith

1
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Ingulphus, through the midst of a vast forest and of most deep fens, a 
causeway of wood and sand after his own name, called Elerick road, which 
at this day is not to be seen. But these arguments satisfy neither Dr. 
Johnson the antiquarian of Lancaster nor myself. And a visit to the spot 
a few days ago with Mr. Banister and that gentleman, strengthened my 
former opinion of its age. Such a road as the Danes' Pad, we are told by 
the Rev. Mr. Tait, ran across the moss of Kilcardine, and he mentions 
facts to prove that there is no doubt of its Roman origin. Look at the 
solid deposit of peat, which lies upon the Danes' pad to upwards of two 
yards. Consider the number of vast oaks that would be required to furnish 
sleepers, piles and planks to bridge over three miles. Where would the 
monks get such a supply, and how immense the labour to have dug them 
out of the impassable morass ? That vast deposit of peat, too, must have 
been formed in comparatively recent times, if that path was the work of 
churchmen. No that pad, fairly scooped with traffic, was made through 
the solitude of a dense, but swampy forest, or immediately after its destruc 
tion, whilst the trees were exposed. It lies on a peaty substance, a mere 
trifle above the stumps of trees' adjoining it, and which have been purposely 
cut down. But the Roman-British remains in Stalmine moss, which it 
bisects, must satisfy us as to its origin, unless we be very sceptical indeed. 
In its very line was discovered the instrument numbered 6. It is of steel 
or iron, a metal then dearer than brass, hooked at each end, which is pointed 
and the middle of it is ornamented, as you perceive, on each side of a 
smooth square, through which is a hole. Its length is 1£ inch. Is it a 
fibula, an improvement on the spina of the Germans ?* At the supposed 
terminus of this pad is a field completely full of holes, called by Mr. 
Thompson, the owner, Penny holes, because the labourers, he says, had a 
penny a piece for the making of them, hundreds of years ago, to cultivate 
the moss with their clay. There are those who venture to say, that they 
were used like the penpits of Somersetshire near Wincanton, for places of 
refuge by the Britons; but this is an antiquarian guess. Following the 
course of the beach under and about Bone-hill we meet with many remains 
on the ancient shore, all buried in the silt. But I will particularise two 
arrow heads and another spear that lay not far distant from a dozen, of

* It resembles more the central portion of a Danish " Sing for the hair." H.
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what may be called shafts, which taper to a point I call them shafts, be 
cause they had been worked by a tool. Here too was discovered the battle 
axe (No. 7), which is well worthy of note for its beauty and peculiarity of 
shape. It is of pale brass, mked with much lead or tin, and flat. It 
weighs 23 oz., and is in length 7^- inches ; whilst at the one end the breadth 
of it is 4£ inches the other is only 1J. The thickest part is f of an inch in 
the middle ; but it tapers to sharpness at both ends. Mr. Planche gives a 
print of a similar one, with the exception of its not being partially fluted 
as Mr. Banister's is. He calls it an Irish battle axe, and Sir Walter Scott 
says, that it was used with a handle grasping it about the middle. Might it 
not have been made for the purpose of hollowing boats ?

Here also in the neighbourhood of the ancient sea beach, I flatter myself 
that I have discovered the foundations or rather the floor of a line of British 
hovels. At the bottom of the peat and below the blue silt many feet deep, 
some labourers met with a regular pavement of stones of some extent; for 
they told me that they found it at different places, but always in the same 
line and running in a direction with the beach. They of course called it a 
Danes' pad the solution of every mystery but Mr. Whitaker mentions 
a similar kind of pavement from 30 to 40 feet in Manchester, and ascribes 
to it the same use as I have done to the one on Pilling moss. Had the 
Komanized-Britons a residence here on this solitary spot, which was flanked 
by the gloom of the forest and fronted by the quietly shrinking water of the 
sea ? If so, I will call them hunters; for not far distant Mr. Banister dis 
covered the produce of the chase. In the very same deposit with the pave 
ment, and on the deep stratum of cockle shells, which we meet at intervals 
all over this old domain of the sea, he disclosed a great collection of the 
bones and horns some of which were affixed to the head of the rein-deer, 
all huddled together, as if thrown aside after the flesh had been devoured. 
Mr. Bannister, however, asks were not these horns cast together by the 
tidal waters, as single ones are throughout Thornton Marsh and many other 
low tracts in the country ?

But we must onwards to Crimbles, a town mentioned in the Doomsday 
survey. Here also at Billy Johnson's Cogie hill Winmarly, was dug up 
in a field an oak box, fastened together with pins of the same wood, out of 
which was taken a great collection of celts, arrow heads, and some most 
singular brass tubes. The small celt I sent to Dr. Hume was one of the
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number. These reliques are in the possession of John Wilson Patten, 
Esq., M.P.

By a more careful research many more antiquities might be discovered, 
and will be ; for curiosity is now excited, so that the brass Palstab, that was 
formerly taken to the blacksmith and sold for old metal, will henceforth be 
preserved for the inspection of antiquarians: indeed, already a fictitious 
and superstitious value is put upon it. And the more Pilling moss is cul 
tivated, the more shall we be enabled to prove that there was a dense popu 
lation about the Harbour of Lancaster, and that Palgrave was right in 
asserting, that such was the case from Stratliclyde to the north bank of the 
Kibble. Moreover, if there be any doubts now, that a communication was 
held with Wyre and Lancaster by the Danes' Pad, along the ancient sea 
beach to Crimbles, and thence to the Roman agger near Ashton park 
corner, where the mythic Leo and Virgo were discovered in 1794, and a 
milliare in 1811, and with the oval encampment at Burrow these doubts 
will be dissipated by a closer personal inspection. In the meantime, let 
none deny without such observation, the possibility of the retreat of the 
tide from so great a domain. Such things are well attested, and if the 
Lune, as is well known, has shrunk northward towards Cocker-sand Abbey 
to the distance of nearly a mile in 70 years, why should we doubt, that 
during or previous to the time of the Romans it ran near the beach under 
the base of Bone-hill, &c., that skirted the forest of Pilling I call it by 
the modern name, though the domain and village of Pilling had then no 
existence, except perchance as quaggy meols and inhospitable sands ?

But discover we nothing in this remote section of our island that speaks 
of the habits of its ancient occupiers ? At the bottom of the peat in the 
vicinity of the Danes' Pad was found a wooden triangle, much charred, and 
somewhat similar to those used by gypsies. It was standing upright, just as 
it had been left. Here we learn that its owners were wont to cook their pro 
visions under the open arch of heaven, in the vicinity of their dwellings, 
under the shade of their oaks; still retaining their primitive habits, or 
perchance we see the resting-place of the hunters of the red deer, &c., 
though many of the bones we discover were washed down by the floods of 
the Lune and the Wyre from the mountainous ridge that separated the 
Sistantii from the Brigantes. We gather too from the cultivation of flax  
bunches of which are met with in the peat that the inhabitants of the
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forest and hills, which bisect it, were no longer clothed in skins, but in 
robes of linen fastened to their persons by such a fibula as we have named. 
Nor trod they the ground unshod; the sandal of untanned skin, taken from 
the adjoining moss of St. Michael's, proves that their feet were protected 
by mocassins, similar to those worn by the Indians. We may fancy also 
that we hear the echo of the stroke on the anvil ring through the forest; 
whilst the fires of the saltmakers shoot forth their bright flames from be 
neath pans of brass, which, being filled with saline particles that cake the 
shore in summer, and beaten out of one solid lump, resemble those found 
in the moss near Blackpool. That salt will season the bread, which is pre 
paring in yonder quern, the fac-simile of the one taken out of the moss of 
Marton by Dr. Moore. But let us wander to some creek and unmoor a 
skin coracle, and launch into the beautiful bay of the Wyre. How frail is 
its structure, and how exactly the same with those fished out of Marton 
Mere : and this twisted rope of rushes might have been a portion of the 
cable which moored them to the shore. I have seen portions of such im 
bedded in the peat. The business of the port is an every-day scene ; but 
I could linger for ever to admire those galleys to watch the landing of 
yonder legions, and to pity the slaves driven along the Danes' pad to the 
place of embarkation. And those horsemen and warriors, how splendid 
they look as the bright celt glitters in the thong which suspends it from the 
Briton's shoulder, and whilst he clashes his spear against his shield. But 
meet we with no traces of their religion and superstition ? In those fire 
broken stones we see signs of the Beltain, the counterpart of our Teanla 
fires. Most probably on these cairns the natives worshipped the sun and 
moon, perhaps not so magnificently as they were honoured at the Roman 
emporium of Eibchester, under the personification of Minerva Belisama, 
but as ardently.

The horn is sounding from Presal-hill and the sentinel of the mound is 
striking his shield, so let me detain you no longer except to say that I fancy 
I have proved, what I undertook. I have attempted to refute no arguments 
of those antiquarians who have placed the Harbour of Lancaster any where 
eke, except on the Wyre : neither have I tried to shew, how that position 
agrees with the site of Ptolemy's Sistantian Harbour. I have been satisfied 
 with stating facts, on which I ground my claim for fixing it at Bergerode. 
There is no rival to compete for the honour with it, save Kirkham, which

1
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town, though it have no agger to the Neb of the Naze, yet perchance may 
have been approached by the channel of the brook Dow ; and Ivirkham, it 
must be allowed, is the exact distance of Richard of Cirencester's 23 miles 
from Rerigonium; but either at Kirkham or on the Wyre we may safely 
infer from the many remains at both places and throughout the Fylde, that 
the Romanized Britons were, the principal occupiers of Mill-hill station at 
the former, as well as Pilling forest and the neighbouring heights of the 
latter.

II. ACCWNT OF THE ANCIENT CUSTOM OF ELECTING A MOCK MAYOR 

IN NEWCASTLE-UNDEB-LY.NE.

By Joseph Mayer, Esq., F.S.A.

Some of the old customs of our forefathers are interesting to us, as 
affording curious illustrations of their habits, manners, and costume. In 
the one now before us, we have probably a remnant of such scenes as were 
enacted near 300 years ago, and a proof of their unconquerable determina 
tion to assert their rights during a long series of years, when the people 
had only the semblance of justice, and "might" often " overcame right."

In the early part of the reign of Henry the Second, the King granted a 
Charter (or rather confirmed a much earlier one) of Incorporation to the 
Borough of Newcastle-under-Lyme, which was held as a form for subse 
quent Charters granted to various towns, amongst -which is the town of 
Preston in Lancashire, where the Burghers are allowed " the same liberties 
and free customs which I have given and granted to my Burgesses of New 
castle-under-Lyme." On the 18th of May, 1590, Queen Elizabeth, in the 
33nd year of her reign, granted the first governing Charter to the town, 
with power of hanging and gibbeting, and independence of the county 
court; and along with it was a confirmation of the right of the " Burgesses" 
to elect a Mayor; but this privilege was shortly afterwards usurped by the 
members of the Corporation, and confined to their own body. By this means 
the Burgesses were deprived of the power of exercising their chartered rights ; 
and finding their attempts to recover their privileges ineffectual, they de 
termined to cast an odium upon the ceremony of election, yet in some 
measure to retain the semblance of their rights, by electing a " Mock Mayor"


